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INTRODU CTIO

The Problem
In spite of the tact that safety education is ac
qu1r1n

a definite place 1n elementary school curricula,

there are still many secondary school educators who are in•
different to the need for including work in safety in the
already crowded school program.

owever, our modern mode of

living with its increased t po and its concentration of pop
ulation has intensified dai.ly hazards to such an extent that
the school must consider education for safety as part of its
program.

Time, effort, and money spent on education of chil

dren whose lives are to be taken in adolescence by prevent
able accident.a are certainly wasted; surely, in the interests
of economy alone, the school 1s neglecting its duty if it
fails to train its pupils for safe living.

The

1 940

year..

book of the .American Association of School Administrators,
which deals exclusively with the problem of safety education,
states that "instruction in safety 1s an essential part of

the modern school's program of producing
1

ood cit1zena." 1

erican ssociation of School Administrators,
ighteenth Yearbook, afety Education ( ashington, D.c.,
1 940), P• 366;.

2

This paper proposes to t1nd out what kinds and what amounts
of material tor teachin

safety education are in textbooks

on citizenship, world history,

er1can history, sociology,

government, and economics.
efinition
By "safety education" 1s meant that instruction in
skills, attitudes, and appreciations which will help the
individual keep himself and others free from danger or acci
dental death or 1njur .

This involves instruction not only

in the means by which accidents may be avoided but also in
the necessity for action,

The American people become aroused

at the loss of life in spectacular disasters such as the
Hartford, Connecticut circus fire in 19 • which cost 168
lives, or the tornado hich swept through Oklahoma, Arkansas,
and 1ssour1 in April, 1945 killing ll9J 2 yet, these losses

are relatively small compared to day-by-day 1·1re losses from
ordinary causes.

Our high school students, as well as the

general public, must be made to realize that the accident
problem does exist and that it can be solved if school and
community, parent and child will cooperate.
National Safety Council, .Accident
The Council� 1947), p. 18.

acts (Ch1cagos

3

af'ety, as the 1940 yearbook points out,3 is not onl.7
a negative ,c oncept, saving us "from" something ,,. but 1t has a

pos1t1 e s,ide as

ell

hioh saves u

"foru something else.

Recognition of this second s1de of the concept helps to make
the field of safety education an adventure and ls important
in planning safety material for the secondary school since
one. of the characteristics of the adolescent is his desiro
to be tree from restraint.

Be will have nothing to do with

safety if it seems to him that it is cramping his act1v1t1ea
He must be made to see that the stupid accidents of life

must be eliminated so that he can go on to more interesting
and mo·re purposeful adventures.

He nmst see that the»e ls a

be.sic difference between.recklessness and good adventure,

He must see that safety pays cash dividends and brings re
wards

or freedom from physical and mental pain. This phase

of safety education bich deals

1th attitudes and apprecia

tions on the positive side 1s fundamental but less tangible
than that phase which deals with skills.
Safety, according to this symmetrical concept, 1s the
exchange of a poor adventure for a good one; it controla the
world of· electricity and automobiles so that we may go on
3

p. l8 •
1
�· U••

4
1th our modern pro r

of mechanical development.·

'afety

educ tion tries to overcome the lag between the ap ea.ranee
of mech

ical benefits and man's efficiency in their use, it

"attempts to provide for an ordered world."5
cope
'l'h.ere are three major aspects of the problem of safe
ty6--eng1neer1ng, which has to do

1th safety devices on me

chanical and electrical appliances, improvement of machines,
road grad1n; andsimilar act1v1t1e; enforcement # which
deals

th such things as seeing that industry employs re-

quired safety devices and practices, and seeing that traffic
laws are obeyed; and education, which makes the individual
ant safety for himself and others and te.aohes him ho

secure.it.

to

esearch in the field of engineering is the most

abundant andthe most familiar to the average citizen; most
people are acquainted

1th work of gradin

and surfacing

roads, development of stronger and 11 hter automobiles, el1m.•
!nation of hazards in home electrical equipment, purification
of

ater supplies ands 1mm1ng pools,

te.

esearch 1n the

• Herbert J. Stack and lmer B. Siebrecht ., Education
!'..2.!:, Safe Living (New York: Prentice-Hall, lnc., 1942),p. 18.
6 erbert J • tack ., ".Safety Education,8 . cyclotedia
2!:_ odern Education (Ne York t hilosophical Library , 943),
p. 699.
6 Frank w. Hubbard, 0 satety F.ducation,"
cyclopedia
of Educational esearch (New York: The acmillan Co., ·1941
edition), p. 989.

5
field or enforcement 1,s less spectacular and less well-known

but includes such things as making careful surveys on h1ch
to be. e trat'f1c control by s1 nal lights, and making acientific studies of hazards and accidents.

e�earch in the

field of education 1s meager and needs to be extended.
'11l.e educational side of tho safety program includes

four major processes:
1. Defining purposes and objectives
2. Compiling curriculum data
3, Utilising instructional methods
4. Te ting and evaluat in

This paper has to do with the

outcomes 7
econd. process--that of curric-

ulum content.

In deal1

1th

must be well or anized.

ubject ot such wide scope, material
'Ccidents may be elass1f1ed in many

different a s and the problem or �atety may be approached
from many different angles,
the following area

are dealt

For the purpo es of this paper,
th and they are classified

in the follow1n manners
l. General--pertain1ng to accidents in general
ithout limiting them to one field
2.

otor vehicle
a. Pedestrian
b. on-pedestrian
7 �. cit.

6
3, Publie--other than motor vehicle
a. a1lroad
b. Air
o. ater
d,
1 others
4� Home

a.. Burns
b. 1rea:rma

c. Falla
d. Poisonous g s
e. o1son1ngs exeept gas

5, Occupational
a. chool
b. Farm
c., F ctory
d, ine
e. All others
6w Fire

This d1..,."r:ton is purely arbitrary and has no sign1t1canee

except that th se areas are ones which involve pupils ot sec

ondary school age and are d ealt with 1n materials for high
schools.
lt can readily been seen that not all dangers are 1n•
eluded in this elass1t1c t1on.

Intentionally ex.eluded are:

1, Dangers resulting from catastrophes of nature
such aa earthquakes, cyclones, floods, etc.
2,

angePs of

ar

3.• Crime

The first of these areas of dan er was eliminated because
there is less th t the individual can do to avoid such disas
ters than there is in other fields; the dangers of war and
crime were omitted because they are subjects which involve

7
sociological and psychological implications that are outside
the realm of this paper and are broad enough to b

dealt

with alone.
As will be pointed out later ln the paper, the present
trend for handling safety education in the, secon
. da:ry school
(with the exception of drivers I courses) 1s to 1neorpo.r ate
un1 ts .in already existing courses.

These units may be placed

studies, healt h, industrial sh op, agri
in courses 1n social
.

culture, or home-making classes,8

book sti. ll furnishes the

Believing that the text-

ik of material used by the

majority of teachers and :realizing that materials from other
sources should au plement and not duplicate the textbook, the
wr1ter has undertaken an 1nv stigation Qf safety education
material in textbooks used in the social studies in grades
nine through t el ve.,
Plan of

rocedur&

After a preliminary brows1n in several texts to find
out

hat kinds and

hat

cunts of material might be expect.•

ed, accidents weN cla s1f1ed as above.

Charts

hich material could be checked as the book
survey was th n
studi s t xts

ere made on

ere read.

A

a.de of a re r sentative number of social
ublished in 1940 or later, with a view to

8 Stack and iebrec t, �• c1t., p. 25.

8

locat1n

material perta1n1n to safety fields enumerated

above, noting every reference.

The total amount of material

has been given in number of lines, aince scattered references
are too brief to be given in terms of pages,.

In the texts

where two columns are printed to a page, two lines in a col...
umn are counted as one line.

Variations in size of print and

size of page make a difference 1n the number of lines per
page but make very little difference in number of words per
line.

Only actual lines of printed material are counted.
The books surveyed includeds

for use inn Grade
11 C1v1cs texts
fl
" 1:1
8 World histories
10
II
1l
n
" 11
5 American histories
"
n
Government texts
12
tt
"
" 12
It
...conom1cs texts
" ·ff
fl
l sycbology text
12
a
n
Sociology texts
12
fl
"
12
5 "Probl.ems of democracy 11 texts ·n

"

"

"

"
"
"

Following analysis of the separate books are some general

conclusions as to their effectiveness with recommendations
for further material's needed.
elated Literature
Since 1940 a great deal of material has been published

on safety education.

This topic has been the subject of

masters' theses and doctoral dissertations, and of many pam
phlets put out by interested organizations.

However, in the

most recent bibliographical lists available to.the writer,

there is no evidence of any 1nvest1 at1on.of existing text
book material,

9

The theses are either philosophical, dealing

with the need for, or the history of, safety education, or

they investigate existing practices 1n various schools and
epresentat1ve titles are.!

outline courses of study.

United States (a master's thesis by R. A,. Dougherty from The
University of Chicago) and! rogram

!!! afety J!!!!! Health

· u.cat1on (a master• s thesis written by Gladys Simonds from
the University of
ccident

ch1gan).

acts, a pamphlet published annually by the

National afety Council at Chicago, gives statistics on

"home, motor vehicle, and other public, ta.rm, and occupa

tional accident experience for the previous year, and compar
isons 1th earlier years."9 The Council also publishes a
magazine for use by teachers and administrators, Satet,:
ucation, a monthly for
azines are iublic

eptember through

Other mag•

afet,:, published at Chicago by the National

af ety Council; Safety egazine,
reater

ay,

ubl1shed at New York by the

ew York Safety Council; and Traffic Quarterl,:, pub-

lished quarterly at Saugatuck, Connecticut by the
tion for Highway Traffic Control.

o

ounda-

10

Courses of study in safety education have been pub•
11shed by a number of cities and state departments.

these are

ansas City;

Indiana.polis, Indiana;

1ssour1; Oyster Ba.y, Ne York;
1eh1gan

Instruction, and many other . 1o

o

tate Department of Public

There are vast quantities of safety manuals of all
kinds--f'or traffic, tor various industries, for use ,of scboola
on all

rade levels, etc.• --that are published by interested

enoies such as the American Automobile

ssooiation, the

United States Department of L bor; the American Engineering
Council, and many others. The American ed Cro s publishes
11
an excellent text for. first-aid.
Various life insurance companies and motor corpora•

tions issue safety films and charts and other aids to visual
eduoation.
Perhaps the two most important books dealing with
safety education are

ducat1on

m §:!!!_ Living by

tack and

iebrecht, and ·atety Education, the ighteenth Yearbook of
the American Association of

chool Administrators, both of

which have already been quoted.
Some of the new books which deal with the curriculum
or the secondary school give some .space to safet y education
10 Eighteenth Yearbook, QE. s.!!,., pp. 110�26.
11 American ed Croes, First- ld Textbook, evised
( hiladelphiai The Blakeston Co., 1942), 266 pp .•

ll
'but others ot them make no note ot the aubjeet.

Thia would

aeem to indicate that t.he need tor incorporating sQfety edu•
cation into the curriculum is not universally f'elt.

T

C

T Y,
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History
'l'h

history ot safety education 1s as old as the his

tory of civilization itself.

From prehistoric times, man has

sought protection against the dangers of his environment 1n
his struggle for survival ♦,

s the centuries passed, he

learned more and more to control natural dangers, but with
the coming of the Industrial

evolution, he created new ones.

Instead of becomin safer,. the world seemed to become more

dangerous, and the conviction that many
accidents

or the ne types of

ere 1nev1table 1n the machine age retarded progress

in sateguard1n human lite.
1nal.1y, 1n tb.e late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries, En and bee
speakable

e sufficiently aroused about the un•

orking conditions in some of its industries to

enact labor legislation to protect workmen.

Laws to improve

working conditions and shorten hours, to provide factory in•
spection, to regulate omen and children 1n industry, to
provide compensation tor worke11s injured in industry, followed
one another rapidly.
efforts

In the United States, the first safety

ere likewise directed to industry and

by humanitarian consideration •

Lew

ere motivated

• Palmer said that 1n

13
early conferences on· safety, little thought as given to eco
nomic speots of the problem but that the tragedy snd suffer
ing which res lted from accidents was so great that the need
for control was cl
r.

..

r l

almer was oha1rm.an of a connnittee of the

ssocia

tion of Iron and Steel Engineers which called the first co...
operative safety congress in

ilwaukee in 1912.

Out of this

meeting was organiz,e d. the National Safety Oou.ncil, the first

permanent organization whose program consisted solely of ac
cident prevent1on,.2 This group aoon realized that government
legislation end mechanical safeguards were not sufficient

precautions but that the employee bad to be educated 1n safe
work habits and att.itudes •.
The revolutionary change that took place in our trans
portation system with the dev-elopment of the automobile soon
idened the activities of the Council beyond the bounds of
industry and aroused the· schools t•o action.
neers ot safety education was E. George
of .ar:ris Teachers College in

!2.£.

One of the pio•

ayne, then Fresidett

t. Louis.� He conducted an

l erbert J. tack and lmer B. Siebrecht, Education
w York: �rentice- all, nc•• 1942), p. 3,
�ate Liv ng

2 . bid. , · P• 5.
3 an • Dodson, n=. G org
ayne, ion e:r in atety
Education :, " Journal 2£ Educational Sociology ,,
(October,

. 1946),

5-67 •.

14
extensive study at

an

ehool in that city to sho

that

sat ty could be taught effeetively by correlation with other
aubj eta 1n the school curriculum.

e thus met the objec•

t1on of many school adm1n1str tors that the new recommended
safety education program
more money,

ould require more teachers and

Bis book, Education!!! Accident revent1on,

greatly furthered the c use. 4
Other early l ad rs in the movement were Albert •
1tney, an insurance
ndtney and arr1et E. Beard. 5 r.
, preached a philosophy of "safety for more and better
adventures" and interested industrialists and business men
•S

ell as educators.

1ss Bee.rd, supervising instructor ot

safety education in the

tro1t Public

chools instituted a

program 1n 1919 that olee.rl demonstr ted its life-saving
V le,

In 1926, the N tion

Soc1et

for the Study of Educa

tion published it t enty-fifth

1a! resent tatus 2!

earbook under the title,
Safety " uc tion. 6 This publicat'.ion

d finitely g ve impetus to the movement.

The .American

4 E. George Payne, Education in Accident Prevention
(New Yorks Lyons and Carnahan, 1919)-;-192 pp,
5 Stack and

6

lebrecht, .Q.2.

ill•, PP• e,..7.

the tudy of ucat1on, The
Educ tion (Bloomin ton, 1111noi'is
................. Co., 1926), 36 PP•

aoeiation of School

dmin1atrators recognized the impor-

15

tance. o.t sat'ety education by devoting their eighteenth year..
book in .1940 to this subject.7 In 1943. The National duca•
tion

ssociation organized a National Comm1aaion on Safety

:Education whose objectives are listed as tollowss
l. Stimulate teachers and parents to thoughtful
consideration of the safety problem
2. Or1tically examine safety practices in the
light of failures in accident prevention

3.

ake the best materials, practices. and
procedures kno n for instructional purposes

4.

timulate school use of worthwhile materials
and practices in safety education produced
by non--aehool groups

6.

ssist school officials in organizing safety
education curriculuma

6. Cooperate 1th other safety groups 1n
promoting proj,ects aimed at accident
prevent1on8

Th se objectives clearly indicate a much wider program. than
1

1n operation at the present time.

Some colleges and

universities are including safety education courses 1n thetr
curricula, but a lack

or fac1lit1ea for training teachers in

this field is a great handicap •

•

7 American ssociation of chool Administrators,
ighteenth Yearbook, Safety Education ( ashington, .c.,
1940), ,&06 pp.
8 ational
ucat1on Association,
(Washington, D.c., 1946), pp. 63-64.

• ',A. Handbook

16

Need for
That aatety education 1s a definite. need of modern

youth is now seen by thoughtful secondary school administra

tors.

In a bulletin of the

School

ational Association of Secondary

rincipals on Ia!, Imperative

ot Youth ........
of Secondeeds .......,

_!!2-Sc hool H!.!.9 are found the following statements t

The "health courses n (given in response to
the need "to develop and maintain good health
and phy.sical fitness") are a number ot twee
to cover a wide range of toJ?1cs such ae fif8t
aid, ••• safety, ••• ana s re driv ing.
ne of-the units in biology 1s listed as

The control of disease and the improvement
of health, including accident prevention and

first aid to the 1njur d. ll

In a. section which dee.ls with the wise use of leisure t.1me

is a disc ussion of the need for sa.f'ety education to of fset
the contempt ot adolescents for the cautions of childhood.
'tudents develop a respect for the ideal of
safety, and learn methods of promoting safety
in leisure-time pursuits--in the home, on the
street, on the high ay, on court and r ield,
and 1n forest and open country, ., • • The school
attacks the problem of persuading the student

9 Committee on Curriculum Planning and Deve1opment,
eeds of Youth of Secondary-School ge,•
Bulletin of the ational Assoc ia
. tion of Secondary- 'ch ool

"

e Imperative

r1neipali; �( arch, 194'7), 162 pp.-

-

lo Ibid., p, 32.

11 �•• p. 85.

1'7
that he should take ain to be sate, and
showing him how to do so. 12

'tudents cooperatively plan bow to successfully solve such
problems s '1'Ho may traffic conditions be made a£er'l"13
Educators who are interested 1n developing a core
curriculum. enerally note safety as one of the top ics arrund
which material may be organized.

amples may be tound in

suggested curricula for Denver, Colorado� Eugene, Oregon;

Santa

arbara, Cal1fom1a, and o thera. 14

Young people themselves ax-e aw are of the need for
training in accident prevention.

1elds 1n

In a study made by

alph R..

h1ch youth • ere asked to ind icate the social prob

lems which seemed moat pertinent to them, "safety on the
highway" was rated fourth in frequency; 1t was preceded only
by "keeping out of

ment, just1ce.nlij

ar," "world peace, u and "crime, enforce

A study of acciden t statistics should convince the
most indifferent tha.t our accident record is shameful and in
excusable,

In 1946, there

13 .Ibid.,

ere 99,000 deaths caused by

12 Ibid., pp. 9-10 •.
14

Curriculum

p ., 118.

• Faul Leonard, Developing the Secondary .· chool
(e York: 1nebart and Gompany, Inc., 1946),

pp. 398-418.,

18
accidents; a proxi

tely 10,400,000 more ere injured., of'
·
whom 370,000 received some permanent impairment. 16· The 11tota1
erican war casualties from

earl

arbor to V•J Day included

262,000 killed and 652.000 injured. Durin

the same period

there were 355,000 accidental deaths and 36,000.,000 injuries
in the United tates."l7 The 1946 accidents ere d1str1buted
in the various fields as shown in Table I,
TABLE I18
ACCID N1l'. L INJURI S B

SEVE ITY OF I JURY, 19-46

Field

injuries*

Deaths

on-fatal
injuries

Totalo{t-

10,500,00O

99,000

10,400,000

otor Vehicle

1,250,000

33,700

1,200,000

bl1c non•motor
vehicle. Civilian

2,100 ., 000

17,000

2,100,000

liome--01v111an

5,000,000

33,000

4,950,000

ccupational•Civilian

2,050,000

16,500

2,050,000

200,000

2,100

200,000

11tary

ll

ersonnel

*Duplications bet een motor vehicle, occupational, and mil
itary personnel are eliminated in the ttTotal" column. The
" 11 injury" and "non-fat l injury" f1gures are rounded sums
of detailed items.
16 N tional 'afety Council, Acc14ent aois ( Chicago 1
The Council, 1947), p, 4.
17 Henry T. Heald, "The Nature and cope of Society's
Accident roblem," Journal of Educational ociolo5:y, XX
(October, 194 ), ·P• 75.
18 ccident acts, S!£• ill•, p. 10 •.
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If the avera e person
tals on the tront p

ere confronted

1th these to

e of newspapers as he is with the lo s

of on hundred or so peopl
aroused to the need for

in some dis ster, he iould be

ction,

If the accident victims of

one year could be gathered to ether at one time, they would
ore than fil1 one of the large athletic stadiums in the
country.

The enti e worl. would be shoe ed if the earth

should suddenly open

d sial1ow a hole stadium of people;

yet ,. o r annual record of deaths from accident

is equal to

such a disaster, but the public remains comparatively un..
moved.1
Table II shows accidental deaths by types for the

school--age

roup as compared with those for all ages in 1946.
L II 20
CCID N'l'AL D ATHS :Y NJ· AND TYE, 1945

Type
type·
otor vehicle

11

Falls

All bums
Drowning
ailroad
Firear
oison gases
oisons (except gas)

All

. ges
5 - 14

Ages
16 .. 24

96,918
28,076
26,580
9,170

6,836
2,386

12,446
5,368

ages

'7,030

5,023

2,4

2,200

2,100

4€30
920

1,480
262

694
50

60

1,100
930
1 1 6'70

626
684
220

110

1 9 1lliam alph Lal-'orte, vharles 1Lenry Hurd, and loyd
• East ood, T aching Safety , ducation in the Secondary Schools
( ew York: rentiee-Hall, Inc., 1942), p7 "2:20 ccident acts, 2.£• cit., P• l •
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Table III shows the total number of motor vehicle ac
cidents tor 1946, both those that caused deaths and those
that caused non•fatal injuries, and 1t classifies them ac..
cord1

to type.

These totals are for all ages.

noted that the total for 1946 is over
tal for 1945 as given 1n Table II.

s,ooo

It will be

more than the to•

This increase 1s attrib

utable to the large increase 1n the volume of traffic 1n

1946, since 1945 st1ll had the driving restrictions of
time until August.

It will

be

ar

noted also that the most

frequent type of accident is the collision of a motor vehicle
with a pedeetr1en.. -a type of accident that surely need not
happen 1f students are taught safety attitudes,

TY.

0

OTO

TABLE III 21

V HICL DEAT

Type ot accident

Collision with
pedestrian
other motor vehicle
railroad train
street o r
bicycle
animal, animal•driven
vehicle
fixed object
Non-collision

Total persons

21 �-, p, 60.

Deaths
11,800
9,600
1,'150
140
650

INJU IES, 1946
Non.. fatal injuries
250,000

'100,000

4,000
20,.600
25,000

1,000

130

6,600
30,000
165,000

33,"100

1,200,000

a,s5o
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rom Table II, one can see that motor vehicle accidents

far exce d those of any other type for the school-age group.
The situation became so bad that 1n

ay, 1946,

resident Tru

man called a representative group of' interested persons to
assemble at Wash1ngton for a highway safety conterence.

This

conference, ·attended by some 2,000 safety leader , reaff'1rmed

many of the points of' view given in the

ighteenth Yearbook

of the American Association of School Administrators.

'!hey

approved a comprehensive program with e mphasis on the t hree

phases of the probl•m--engineer1ng, enforcement, and education. 2
It bas been demonstrated that a

ell-organized and

e11-,rounded school program 1n safety education 1n a community

does reduce accidenta.• 23 For example, there is little doubt

that lessons in fire prevention have helped reduce preventable
t'ires.24

Table IV &howt the downward trend in numbers of all
accidents and of motor vehicle accidents for the s... to-14 age
group as compared with that for all ages and for the 15-to-24
group.
22 John H.• Harvey, ttoontelJll)orary Problems of Accident
revention and afety :Education, it Journal of ·Educational
ociology, XX (October, 1946), 81.
23 erbert J • tack, "Greater af ty for Our Yout ,"
Joumal .2f. ducat1onal Sociology, XX (October, 1946), 118.

2f.

24 Herbert J •• tack,, " afety Education," Enc:yclo edia
odern Education ( e Yorkt hiloaophical Library, 1§45),

P• 700.
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T
D

71

LE IV 25
T

TH

11 accidents

l
ages

Year

years
D

1913
1918
1922
1923

1928

1933
1938
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
194.

82,600
85,100
76,300
84,400
96,000
90,932
93,805
101,513
96,889
99,038
96,23'7
95,918
99,000

85.• 6

1913
l 18
1922
1923
1928
1933
1938
19 l
1942
1943

02 .. 2

69.4

75 .. 7

79.3
'72,.4

'72.3
76.3

71.'7

7,460
10,000
9,250
9.,550

11,950
10,650
9,900
11,100

8,195
6,593

12,226
12,129

9,'760
6,702
6,340

13,000

14,346
.13,732

THS

4,200
10,'700
15,300
18,400
28,000
31,363

32,682
39,969

28,309

6,636
6,704
6,836
6,250

16,2'78
14,750
12,446
14,000

37.4

65.2
56.7
50,5
55.6

10.3
14.0
16.5

53.6
61.3
59.8
68.l
66.8
69.3
61.9
61.9

25.0
25.l
30,0
21.2
17.8
18,3
21.3
24.l

46.4

40.8
41,7
40,3

59.'7

33.4

28.5

30,:5

73.9

28.9
30.3

'10.8

31,l
28,l

71.8
72 .• 7

1944

1945
1946

Motor vehicle accidents
5-- 14 15 - 24
All
ye rs
years
ages

5 - 14 15 ... 24

yea.rs

, BY AG , 1913 TO 1946

30 .• 6

23,825

2 ,282
28,076
33,700

1,010
2,600
3�190
3,370
3,760
3,121

560
l,290
2,150
2,'760
4,790

2,838
1,991
1,969
2,093
2,386
2,600

8,414
6,932

5.1
12.1
14.l
14,7
15.6
12.7
10.a
12�8
9.1
9.0
9.6
10,8
11,7

3,1
6.9
11.0
13.8
22.0
24.8
25.4
36.l
25.l
19.8

2,611

4.4

23,4

6,649
6,016

4:,622

4,561
5,368
7,650

21.4

26.6
35.8

e obange in rates
19221946

-/-2
2

•31

-/-23

Accident Facts,

2-2·

+'12

• 17

Cit., pp. 13, 64.

-/-20'1
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The 5-to-14 year old

roup includes pupils of the el

ementary schools where a vigorous safety education program
has been 1n force tor some time.

This group has sho n the

fastest decrease in population death rate in the last twenty

thPee years.
school age

The 15-to-24 group includes those of secondary

here safety education has admittedly been inadequate.

While 1t certainly would be unsound to ass�e that

fil the

difference is due to the saf ty education program and overlook other contrib ting factors, it 1s surely justifiable to
attribute a good part of the difference to the safety educa
tion program.
organized

One cannot disregard the effect of well•

afety instruction hen one observes the difference

between a 31 per cent decrease 1n accidental deaths of the
elementary group (where s

ety has been taught systematically)

and a 23 per cent increase in the secondary group ,(many of
whom have had no safety training on the positive, .adolescent
level), and between a 17 per eent decrease of motor vehicle
accidental deaths of the elementary group and a

207

per cent

increase in the secondary group.
Se.f ety Educa_tion magazine reports a decrease of 9 per ·
cent in acc·idents 1n 1946 from those of 1945 for the 5-to•l•
age group and says: "Safety education efforts in the school
to date have app rently helped prevent many student ccidents. 26
26 Patricia Haskell, " on't Let De th Be Your Child's
choolmate," Safety ducation, XXVII, section l (October,
1947), 12-13.

re.ssey writea 1 "The introduction of a satety education pro

gram into a school is invariably follo ed by a decrease 1n
the accident death rate for children in the community."27
l·ace ot

ucation in the Secondary School

Having sb.o n that accident prevention is one of the
basic problems of our time and that education is a det1n1te
need in meeting the problem, let us see how safety education
1s

t into the curr1eulum.
In elementary schools, saf'ety education seems to have

made a place for itself'.

ractices vary widely and this is

as it should be, f'or the safe.ty needs of a rural community
are surely different fro tho e of a large city; as one book

puts it, '"Tim.es Square is free from poison 1vy, and taxis are

rare 1n rura
. l areas though they may threaten New York pedes-

trians."28

eries of safety education texts for use in sue ..

cess1ve. grades a
. re

vailable; films and plans for act1v1ties

of many types are published by educators end by many inter
ested business and governmental organizations as

ell.

In the field of secondary education, trends are not so
apparent, but it 1s

enerally recognized that the problem

27 idney L. :Pressey and rencis • obinson,.
syoholog ,!ru! the Ne 'ducation (Ne Yorks ai-per and
rothers �ublishers09 4), p. 625.
28

1ghteenth Ye rbook,

QE.•..ill.•, p. 48.

I
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needs to be approached from the pos1t1ve rather than the neg
ative aspect; correct attitudes must make s-afety a state of
mind.

Specific objectives for safety education on the second

ary level have been listed as follows;
l. To teach pupils to take an active interest
in protection or life, health, and property
-of the community 1n which they live.
2. To bring bout an appreciation of the
reapon11b111ty o. f the individual tor safety
of the gro p and the effect of individual
conduct on the safety or others.

3. To develop cooperation 1n the solution of such
safety problems as traffic hazards, safe
driving, and fire pr.evention.
••

o create respect for,. and understanding of,
safety rules, regulations, laws, and
practices.

5. To understand common causes or accidents and
how accidents may be prevented •.

6. To develop lmowled e and skills applicable
to all trattic situations 1nvolv1
pedestrian responsibilities, bicycle
r1d1ng, and automobile riding end driving.

7• To develop appreciation of occupat1onal
hazards and skills in minimizing these
hazards.•

a.

To develop knowledge and skills w lch may be
applied to such emergency.health problems
as wounds, suf'focation, poisoning, fractures,
dislocations, and burns ._29

This report also states th t on the elementa:py and early
high-school levels, units integrated

1th other s
, ubject■ are

preferable, but that on upper hi h-school levels, separate
courses seem to be favored. 30
Stack and

26

lebrecht w rite:

Tb.rough careful planning man7 natural and
lo ical integrations may be made between s, afety
education and existing subjects and departments
in the school.
or exenple, fire prevention,
general community safety, end the work of the
fire, police, and recreation departments would
lo ieally be a p.art of the social tudies,
particularly of the citizenship or community
civics couree. 31
Gordon C. Ore.hem, supervisor of safety for the Detroit
ubl1e Schools, has expressed th1s same point of view.
Safety education may be incorporated 1n the
secondary school curriculum either by a sep.ara.te
oourse in s.afety education,. by integration with
var1ou.s existing subjects, or by utilizing both
or the,se avenues. Ideally, this latter plan
would seem most ,effeet1 ve. Safe practices are
not something separate and apart from everyday
l1v1n; they are components of it. This is the
logic h1oh supports the plan of 1nte rating
accident-prevention instruction with existing

1nstruct1onal. areas. 3 2

Graham goes on to say that where a separate course is given,
teachers should not stop giving integrated instruction in
their fields, because a separate course should supplement the
1nte rated safety instruction and not 'be a substitute for it.,

-

30 Ibid., p. 66.
31 Stack and Siebrecht,

2..£• cit ,., p. 251.

52 ordon c. Graham, "The Secondary•School Se.fety
ducation Program," ournal of . dueational Sociology, XX
(October, 1946). 100.
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Safety instruction should be inte rated with "social studies,
exact science, and language education, 1n auditorium and vo
cational classes, and in the other subject tields as we11, n 33
A text on safety education states the same opinion,
"Where a concentrated course 1s iven • • • , it is import.ant

that suppl mentary instruction be provid d through other sub
jects. n

34

n

chapter whleh deals' with correlating safety

education with the social studies, th

author

rites:

ns1nce

aoc1al studi s usually emphasize the development of good
cit1zenah1p, this subject sbou d prove to be an ideal medium
35
through hioh to'present material on safe practices."
Specific examples are given o

possible topics such a.a the

following1

relation of s

law observ

ce; emphasis of ordinances af ect1ng automobile

ety problems to a discussion of

driving, street crossing by pedestrians, regulations of publie

w

1ng pools,

tc,,

h n discuss.in

the need for estab-

lish1ng and supporting law enforcement. agencies J pointing out
s poor citizenship which endangers other stu ents such prac

tices as runnin

up and do m steps and in corridors, riding

bicycles on school grounds or

alks, handling baseball bats

carelessly, and many others; polntin out how use of traffic

34

l'orte, �•

ill•, p. 20 •.
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off'1cers, painting of driving lanes on highways, use of 11:t'e
ards at swimming pools, etc., are ways 1n which the commun�
ity proteet.s citizens.

In the school and college session of the thirty-fourth
ational Safety Congress held in Chicago in October, l9-i6,
one speaker saids
Driver education and driver training are
important, as is the integration of safety
into cou�aes in social studies, science, home
economics., school shop, and physical education. 36

Another, in making recommendations to school administrators,
said:
Determine the adequacy of the safety 1nstruet1on
program in relation to the traffic needs; corre
late it with present courses• and utilize co•
curricular activities, student organizations, e ·tc. 37

La orte sums up the position of the integration ot

safety education with the social studies very well·:
The problems of democracy and safety education
are inseparable, and the teacher ot social
studies .1 s in a strategic pos1t1on to contribute
etfectively to their solution. The important
thing to remembei- 1s not to attempt to te.ach
numerous facts about safet7 but x-ather to
develop a keen safety consciousness and a whole
some attitude toward safety 1n all 1ts aspects. 38
36 aul V. Sangren, " obilizing for Safety Edueat1on;11
Transactions, 34th National Satetz Congrese, II (Chicago:
ational Safety Council, 1946), 74.

5'1 obert w. aves, "The President•s Highway Safety
Conference, « �., P• 108.
38 La orte;

2.e• fil• ,,

pp. 34-35.

Concluding Statement
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Therefore, wi•t h this accumulated evidence that

saf'ety education is needed, that it has been successful
where 1 t has been given, and that it should- be integrated
1n courses in the social studies, we are ready to inspect
textbooks 1n this field to see if they contain material
that ean be used tor this purpose.
I

CHAFT R III
SAF TY

CATION

AT ·IAL IN CITIZENSHIP 'l'EXTS
urvey of Texts

s· is clearly indicated by the preceding quotations,
the course 1n social studies for th
logical on

ninth grade is the most

1n which to include safety education.

The

courses of study mentioned 1n Chapter 1 1 all include units
of work on safety in ninth grade social studies courses; tor
example, Oyster Bay High School, Oyster Bay,
well-rounded safety unit 1n the ninth grade.

ew York has a

Table V g1v·es the gener al over-all picture of the

eleven civics texts analyzed in this study..
arranged alphabet1ca1ly b:y author.

The texts are

The total number of l'inea

given is an actual count of printed lines, not including
space given to study questions· ,; suggested activities. and
suggested readings, all three ot which are indicated sepa
rately.

In Table VI the total number of lines is divided

into the dif'f. e ren t areas ot safety.

The texts are arranged

in the same order as in Table V and, in order to save space;
l Chapter I, P• 9.
2 American ssociation of chool · dministratora,
ighteenth Yearboolt, afety 'ducat ion (Washington,. D 4',C,,
1940), pp. 122.26.

51
It will readily be seen that

are r ferred to by number only.

over three times the amount ,of space is given to motor
vehicle and fire safety than to that 1.n othe.r areas; the
least amount of space is devoted to home and to public safety.
e

ide variation in texts is brought out in Tabl

Vl.

TABLE V
UC Tl

AF,

am

T

IAL I · OI TI .NS. l lll'EXT
I: um.ber ot

of text

. uthor
ublisher

lllueSuggested tra ..
lines tions activities -reading& t1ons
Study

·ate
P1;1ges

Total ques-

1. Bu1ld1n& our
Lil'e Together
Arnold and Banks
Row, eteraon,
and Co. 1941
'724 PP•

2, .Q.!g_

!4.f!

Toda7

Bacon and Krug

L1ttle, Brown,
and Oo. 1941

uggested

469

14

16

18

9

589

0

0

16

6

82

2

9

0

3

347

11

0

2

11

655 pp.

3. Being .!!. Citizen

Capen

American Book co.

1947

577 PP•

4. Civics 1n
American Life
Edmons·on and
Dond1neau
acmillan. 1941
662 PP•

32

TABLE V (Continued)

SAFETY EDUCATION
l mne of text
Author
ublisher
Date
ages

T. IAL IN CITIZ NSHIP TEXTS
Number ot

. Illus--

Study

Tot al ues• Sugge,.sted Su gested tra•
lines t1ons act1vi tiee readings. t1ona

5. 01v1cs for Youth
Edmonson, Dondin�
eau, and Letton

31'1

16

9

0

8

6., Democracy & �
'1ncher, Fraser,
and Kimmel

598

16

20

13

ll

115

12

l

636

10

21

0

550

15

13

10

acmillan. 1946
35'7 PP•

John

c.

Winston

co. 1942
567 pp.

7. Toward a Better
World

Hix, Kingsbury,
Reed

er1bners. 1943

490 pp.

8. L1v1ns in�
Coltlnl\lni t1 e.a
Krug and
1llen
Scott, Foresman.,

and Co. 194

560 PP•

9 • Calling All
clt!zens-

Rianau

Houghten-·

1ffl1n. 1943

693 pp .•

TABLE V (Con tinued)

s

TRIAL l

TY EDUC TIO

ame of text
uthor
ubllsher
ate
ages

CITIZ NS

P TEXTS

umber 0£
llustudy
Total ques• Suggested Suggested tralines tiorus activities readin s tiona

10. Living!!!�

PeoEl e's orld
Roth and Hobbs
Laidla Bros.

30

2

l

0

56

0

0

0

194'7

686 pp.
11. Oitiz
Civic

Rugg

t the eleve n texts, five have a definite satety unit,,
two have sections on safety in more than one unit, two have
para.gra hs on s fety a

sub-divisions of other topice, and

t o have no separate treatmen t of the subject 'but only
scattered references.

TABL ., VI
O

T O

Text

T · IAL IN VAAIOU

O

IN OITIZ� SHIP T� TS

AFETY

lines on safetI
Oceup -·
Home tional
Public

l

otal

1 •.

57

165

41

49

34

l 3

469

2.

0

7'7

9

134

66

13

589

3.

24

31

3

0

24

0

82

4.

7

63

4

7

42

104

3'7

6.

97

91

46

14:

27

43

317

6

9

93

60

19

20

310

898

4:3

0

0

20

0

a.

52

116

139

233

'1

12

6

259

.636

9,

84:

66

78

48

91

19'6

560

10.

0

0

-

0

0

0

30

40

__g

__Q

___Q

12

__§§

1190

289

285

:520

-

30

•

7.,

11.

Total

2

629

Texts with Onlz Scattered Saf'etz
et us l ook first
The one

10?8

3789

eferencea

t the two texts mentioned l ast.

1th the least safety me.terial--only thirty lines, or·

a total of three-fourths of one page out of 686 page.a
book--deals only with fire.

1n

the

In a section on conservation ot

resources, there are two short paragraphs w1 th a total of
t enty-five lines about forest fires.

35

In a s .ct1on called

"Police Fo era of the Sta.tes- 11 there are five lines that state

that f'1re escapes are re u1red -on public buildings and that
The two

insurance companies are regulated.

tudy questio�s

and the one sug ested activity deal with controlling. torest
fires.
This text has a unit on world trade 1n which about
t enty-three pages are devoted to transportation on land,
water, and rail, and approximately seventeen pages are given
to transportation by motor; but there is n o mention� safety.
Like 1se 1

section on machines and

ing ignore the problem of safety.

r

rming, and one on min•

The authors st te in

their pref ee that they ttbave organized their material and
inte r ted in it the other social studies so as ,to give high
school boys and irls an accurate and modern presentation ot

the essentials of today's l1ving,." 3

Since 20,260 young

people between the ages of 6 and 24 met accidental death in
19464 and many thousands more were injured, it would seem

that information and attitudes which would enable these
3 Lawrence • oth nd . tillman .• HobbtJ, Living 1n
eople•s orld (Chica ot Laidlaw Brothers, 1947), p,3.
4 National afety Council, Accident Facts {Chicago s
The Council, 19 7) # P• 13 1

36

persons to avoid accident 1 death or injury

the "es entials of today's living.fl

ould be one ot

The other text with no section on safety has fifty-six
lines o

safety material and pproximately t o

111 strations--a
half p

total of a

little less than three and one.

es out of the 610 pages 1n the book.

scattered in nine different places
the mo t 1n any one place,.

ages of safetty
These lines are

1th thirty-three lines

These thirty-three lines uae trat•

fie control as an example to show how goTernment is "a way
of meld
community life orderly and secure."6 In this same
section, three lines state that government·protects us from
fire, and five lines sho� the need of protection from acci
dent; three of these deal rl th tre!'fic accidents and the
oth r t o

ention

as mains, electric wires, etc.

section which discusses duties of
tion 1

In a

erican citizens, atten-

called to the fact that safety is guaranteed only

when all citizens obey traffic laws,

1ne lines show how

fire depa.rtm nts Qame• to be formed and that every-one must

work to ether to prevent and check tires.
lines

have

to do

1th accident "news"

in

'lhe other two
our newspapers.

This book baa tive illustrations which pertain to
safety as follows:
6 Harold
gg, Citizenship !!'!,g Civlc Affairs (Bostons
inn and Company, l940J, p. 30.

3'1
Photog�aph

ot bucket br1gade f1 hting t1re--l/2 p.

hotog.raph of model'n fire departll'lent fighting
a blazing 'building--1/2 P•
hotlograph of el ty
l/2 p .•

r tre

department f 1ghting fire.- 

fhotograph of a no.lover-leaf" traffic interseetion-1/2 P•
Oomio strip of four small pictures to show what
would happen to pedestrians without trat!ic
law·s--1/4 p,.
This text has no questions, suggested aet1vi ties, or read.1 .ngs
on safety.
In a unit on °'l'b.e Chang.ing Group L1f'e of A:rner1.oa, •
about one and two•thirde pages deal Nith "How the Industrial
Revolution: is Changing Neighborhoods of the · e.t1on, n and
another two pages explains that "The Industrial

evolution

is Producing a New Kind of American Horrie, 11 but neither sec
tion includes a mention of· safety.
Both of these books have lo ical places for a teacher
who is aware of the safety problem to insert so e safety
educa.ti on, but the material used

ould have to come from

sources other than the textbook,.
Texts with

ubd1vis1ons on Safety

The t o texts which use safety as a. sub-heading in
other topics have somewhat comparable amounts of material.
One of them bas eighty•two lines,. sixty of which are in a

unit called "Group

upport."

This unit consists of two chap

ters, one on taxation and the oth er on uThrift, �ealth, and
aste."

In the latter chapter, a section on "Group V'elfare"

is further divided into discussions of education, care of the

handicapped and dependent, public safety, and industrial
peace.

These sixty lines are divided as tollowss

Occupat1onal--laws t.o protect workers
Traffic
ules for dr1Ying licenses
Improvement of highway
ore rigid car 1nspect1on
edestr1an carelessness
General safety
eed for training youth, to be
careful and obey laws
Air travel
cattered references are found as followss
ent1on of laws w hich safeguard worker
tatement that a democracy protects
life
Supervisory laws
Hazards of machine worker
orkmen•s compensation

8 lines
"
31

21

n

l½ lines
"
4
"
2t ·n

4
11

fl

The subdivision on S•a.fety in the other book is
brought into the subject of c1t1zenab1p in a different way.
The fourth section of the b:>ok deals w1 th f'our basic desires
or human be1nge--the desires for social approval, for secu
rity, for possessions, and tor sensory satisfactions.

In an

early section of the book., these four basic drives are devel
oped.

Here a traffic problem and the resulting formation or

a school safety council are used to explain that sometimes

we beh ve as we do in order to secure protection.

In the
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ch

ter on "Security for All," are discussed education,

cri e, unemployment, old age security, safety, health, mis

cellaneou

forms of protection, and religion.

The one hun

dred and fifteen safety lines 1n this book may be divided as
follows:

A traffic problem and its solution
35 lines
Explanation of security as a reason
"
11
tor action
" atety ays n
Failure of the individual to realize
that he may be the next accident
fl
victim
14
ff
xtent of accidents
12
it
20
Industrial accidents
fl
6
eed for emphasizing safety
Congested tratfic used to illustrate
what would happen· to our communities
"
without government
�
115 lines
The study helps 1n the way of 1llustrat1one, suggested

activities, and questions are very similar and are listed in
parallel columns as followss
Text A

Text B

Illustrations
Industrial worker without
sateguards--1/2 page

Industrial orker with
safeguarda--1/2 page

ell-regulated traffic
crossing--about 1/2 page

Student drivers carelessly
crossing the center line an
a highway oune--about. l/2
page

"Clover-leat" intersection
--l/2 page

Composite picture of accident
headl1nes--5/ 4 page

Burned over forest area-•
l page
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Text
Study question and suggested activities
Causes and extent of
accidents--2
afety lawa--l

Text B

Cause and extent ot
aocldenta--2

Ways of improvement--2

Dangerous working con
ditions for omen and
children--2

Industrial accidents--2

Safety ca.mpaigns--1

Safety councils--3
(Suggests writing to the
National :Safety Council
tor 1nf.ormation)

Series of traffic questions
under one of the illus
trations about tre.ff1o

Accident records or the
16-21 age group--2

F1re--2

Home accidenta--2

1le these two books have only soanty amounts of ma

terial,

hat they do have is very usable.

The questions and

sug ested topics for investigation should lead to discussions
beyond what is 1n the texts.

The material in the te
· xts is

placed 1n such a way that correct attitudes toward safety as
ell a s the acquisition of mere facts about safety can be

stre sed.
Texts rhere Safety. Is a Part of Various Units
Safety, of course ., is not an isolated problem but one
which is met 1n all life experiences.

If it is sound pro

cedure to incorporate it into various subjects in the school
curriculum, 1t is probably likewise sound to incorpor ate it
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into

ar1ous u its in the separ te subjects.

The authors of
The

t 10 of th civics texts examined followed this plan.
following outlines will sho

the . ay in 1h1ch thi

as done.

Division hes.din s are given to show the different connections
in

hich safety is mentioned.
Text

art I. It All Depends on You

Unit 1. The Gitizen You Build
The

art You

lay in Safety

Introductory statement
anger spots in the home--stairs,
falls. 1tchens.• bathrooms, poisons

7 lines
n
48

Unit 2. The Communities ·e Build
Our Need for Order

Hopeless traffic congestion 1th.out
lawa
Traffic stop-light makes traffic run
smoothly
How.government took over the task of
tire protection
Local f1re departments serve citizens

art II. How Our Government Doea Its Part If We Do
Ours
Unit 3. Our Forefathers Showed the
1ch Government hould Do

l
10
9
3

n

"

"

a

ay
,hat?

'tate highway department tests traffic
lights
ayor has authority over police and
· fire departments

2
l

"
11

rt

•

or 1

t

ogo her

d for r ot ction

Unit 7.

Cr e

d ire

toget r to fi t
Meed of bandi
f1re
ragedy a the
aning of tire
Cost of t1 res
Fire insurance
Carelessness as a cause of fire
ighting ire
In country
I village and city
Change in equipment
h ck list of home fire hazards

rotectin
e

if

unt for

· Je Seek

10 11nea
11
21
"
14
n
26
"
28

11
27
l�
21

u
n

9

fl

24
7
8
9
11

ft

"

,ft

and Limb
1th

I

o ether

af ety Together, Too

01t1zena must woX-k together to
prevent a.ceidents
tamping out carelessness as tbe
goal ot sa.tety education
F•irearms
Industrial accidents
Traf'flC·
eaning of s atety
rgan1zed safety
Private
National afety Council
Insurance companies
equtrements for public safety
Government
Safety devices for industrial
workers
Dangerous jobs
Build.in codes
Safety at sea
Safety devices tor railroad.a
Licenses for drivers .of motor
vehicles
Car inspection
Traffic regulations

5
15
3
7
64
24
24
14
9
12
7
4

f1

"
"

"
"
n

"

"
ff
,ff

"
"
ft

4

Unit

s.

Sai'e:r 1 hways
Air safety
oncl ding statements and
summary

7 lines
"
13
'1

"

ur 1sh for Plenty
e Trade Our Products
Traffic safeguards
Safety appliances tor planes
fl,enty for Tomorrow

Loss ot valuable forest by fire
eed for oaut1on with camp•tirea
an cigarettes

la.nn1ng for

•
5

lenty

Eire pr otection ot city aubd1v1s1ons
u1l.d1ng regulations

Our

3
l

l
3

eed for Seeur:1ty

Accidents as a cause of poverty
orkmen's compensation

�
29

"

ft

"

n

"

n

n
u

660 linea

Text B
Unit

I. Our Life in the School
·ossible hazards in poor manners in
school corridors

Unit

10 l.1nee

II.Our Lite 1n the Home

at part does the home play in mald.ng
lite secure'l
Introductory statement--case of carbon
monoxide poisoning
tent of ho e aoeide. nts
Falls
Bums and scalds
Asphyxiation

11
14
16
'8

16

"

..
..
n

ti

4:4

o1son1ngs

"

5 lines

Firearms

ires
Qu.est1onna1ne o� home accident hazards
Summary

Unit III. Our Life in the Work of t e

9
13
69
7

n
n
n

orld

can e prevent industrial accidents
and industrial illnessi

Ho

xtent of 1ndustr1a1 accidents
Oauses
eans of prevention

12
21
13

"

12

n

ff

11

Unit IV. Our Life in the Loeal Community
Protecting the eomminity from the
tr fie menaoe
Introductory statement--sample
accident headline
Extent and cha racter of traffic
hazards
Six suggested solutions
r1vers 1 license la a
overnors and mechanical regulators
Inspection of motor vehicles
1 id enforcement ot law 1th
punishment of reckless and
drunken cu-1ve rs
'levated highways end engineering
improvements
Bdueat1on
Example of results or education
1n ':vanston, Illinois

12
51
37

13
84
52
2'7

-53

n

"
"

n

"
n
n

"

589 l1nea

rom these outlines, one can clearl

see that treat

ment o� safety in these book$ is much more detailed than in
the ones previously considered,

The five hundred and fifty

lines 1n the one book represent almost fourteen pages of

solid printed material, and the five hundred a nd eighty-nine

lin s in the ot
ac

r about fifte n a es.
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Nor is this all ..

teJt has illustrative m ter1al �Jld study hel· s.

T xt A

has fifteen stud que3tions, thirteen sug ested activit es.,
ten su

ested re di

s, and t elve photo raphs or dia rsms.

'l'ext B has one study

uest1on, six su

ested activities, six•

teen euggested readings, end six illustrative drawings.

The

one study c:ruestion 1n the l tter book 1s based on the home
safet)' m terial in he te t

t the sugge ted activities lead

to supplement r:y data of local conditions.
tra.t1ons, tbr e

Of the s1x 1llua..-

humorous dra nga--one each on home, 1n-

dustrial, and motor-vehicle safety--t1,10 are diagrams relating
to traffic, and one is a circle graph of accidents due to
carelessnes .
In ext

, seven of the t t&l ve questions pertain to

fire, one to the sale of fir ar ms, one to carelessness in ac•

cidents, one to d r1v1n licenses, one to dangerous thistles
on the playground, and one to safety in general.
ities sug ested include findi

The act1v-

bout fire prevention and

fire fighting in one's own community, making a model highway

1th intersections to sho

safe practices, first aid, etc.

The illust rations include:
hoto raph of a burn1ng bu1ld1ng--l/2 page
hotograph of safety device orn by a machine
orker.--1/2 p ge
ictograph which sho a major causes of accidents
in 1941--3/4 page

Ten s 11
cture --5 on motor-ve lcle at'ety,
2 on home safety, 2 on fire,. and 1 (a 11ght
hou e) on public safety�-1/2 pa e
The saf'et
of. reater
'

mate1"ial in these t o texts,. besides bein

ua.ntit7 1

s mor

fir st four texts discussed.

widely diver sified than in

he

. ese books touch e aeh area of

safety considered tn this study and ar· range the material in
such a

ay t

t :tt can be used. in r eaching the objectives for

safet� education as listed for secondary schools by the Amer-.
1ean Association of School Administrators.• 6
Tg;xts with "'afety Units
The five texts with a definite section on safety each
have a eh.apter devoted to the subject- .. textual .material, 11lustrat1ons, stu
1n s.

The

estions, s

este

activities and read-

ord "safety" appe. rs in the titles of the chapters

of four books and the fifth 1s called, "Guarding Against Fire
and. ce1dent. 0

Exoept in one book hero division of mater 1aU.

1s into chapter s only, the che.pte.ra are in larger uni ts that
show that citizens must

or k together for the

ood of all.

or example ., one text calls 1ts unit. .,, ncommunlties

erve Human

Needs" with a chapter apiece on each or seven needs and a
summarising ehapter; one n eed 1s " a.1nta1n1:ng

afety" which

discusses pr otection ag inst cr ime e.nd fire, and another is
6

1sted on p. 25 of this thesis.

4'7
11

eople and Goods" which invol ves traffic safety.

ovin

This text is more like the t o in the last group considered

than any other 1n this group, but it is placed in this group
because safety 1s included 1n only two chapters and they are
1n the s rune unit.
other text.

hich refers to citizens as "builders,"

calls its unit, "The Tasks of the Builders" and has eight
chapters 1n this un1t, each dealing with one t sk.

Thus,

each text points out, in one wa or another, that safety is
one of the important p rob lems of our ti

the aim of each

text seems to be to d.evelop a consciousness in the student

that he bas res.ons1b111ty as e.n individual to do his part
to make his own community a safe place in which to live,

The

study questions and investigations 1n each text reter to local
conditions and many questions bring out the reasons why cer
tain safety laws or rules are wise.
Not all the s fety material in these texts is found
in the chapters on safet , but brief,
occur throughout the books.

c ttered references

The need for traffic regulation

is the example. given 1n three of' these five books to shoVJ our
need for ob

1

la s.

ing regulations, l w

Fire

to provide safeguards for industria1

.pot tion

orker , an

afe tr

overnment

entioned in

re

mon

11 the five book .

br u ht into t e 1 cus ion
industry.

rotection, tr f fic le. s, b uild

of cn1ld 1 bor

t e services or
• fet

nd

is also

en 1n
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The total safety material in these five texts is di
vided approximately as shown 1n Table VII,
imately" is used bee use one p r

The word "approx

r ph so etimes 1.neludes

material from several topics, and exact division by line la
difficult..

This division, however,

the distribution of the materi 1,
arate text in the

IC

0

n indication of

The totals for each sep

eneral areas were sho n in Table VI.
T

T

1ves

E VII

AF, y

Topic•

IP T "'XTS
Lines

rotal

1

General information
tent and costs of accidents
Causes and types of aceid nte
eed for afety consciousness and
resulting action
Provision of sat ty as a duty of th
community
Work of safety committees and organ1ga
t1ons
ccidents as a cause of poverty end
physical handicaps
otor--veh1cle
•xtent of motor-vehicl accidents
Pedestrian s tety
Traffic laws
Poor drivers
way 1m rov ement

· ucation for traffic safety

82
6

97
147
33
28

443

9:,
154
171
66
102
60

636

Public
ailroe.ds
."at r

34

3

49

T

ICS OF

TABLE VII (Continued)
TERIAL I

IV

CI IZ ., SIP T XTS

Topics
Air
Building codes
1scellaneous

Linea

61
43

Total

1'7

198

16
14
23
16
8
4
21

101

4
14
10
18
24
59

129

Home
xtent of home accidents
Danger spots of the home
Falls
Burns and explosions
oisons and gas
lectrieal equipment
Safety rules for homes
Occupational
Industrial evolution
angerous occupations
Causes of 1ndustr1 al accidents
omen and children in industry
'orkmen 1 s compensation
Sat'ety devices and safe environment
Fire
Losses through fire
Carelessness as a cause of fire
ire prevention
Activities of government in fighting fire

158

91
222
354

825

20
12

32

scellaneous
First Aid
ork of ational Safety Counci l

60
Besides the printed m terial, the study helps have
pos1t1v

teaching value.

Study questions ,md sug ested ac

tivities are often more thought-provokin

and are more apt

to lead to constructive action than the paragraphed material.
he main difference bet een the questions end the activities·
is that- most of the questions refer to material in the text
while the suggested activities lead to the procuring of 1n
t'orma.t1on that 1s not in the text.

These f1 ve books all

deal with the need for the student to become acquainted with
local conditions,

Table VIII shows the distribution of these

study helps by topics.
Likewise, the illustrations are helpful.
sho

Ta.ble IX

their distribution by topic and gives some idea of the

amount of space that they occupy.

T LE VIII
OF
IV

T OC
XTS

Topic

�STIONS Al ' OGE'TED CTIVITI.b:S
RICH. HAVE SAFEl'Y CliAFTE S
Number of
estions

Number of
ct1v1t1es

Total

eneral safety

tent of accidents
Caus�s of accidents
Prevention of accidents
1 scellaneoua

6

l

12
2

21

2 1/2
4 1/2
16
26

47

61

TAB � VIII (Continued)
T T

BE O

STUDY U TIO

SUGGE"T '.

CTI ITI

FIVE T · TS WHIOB HAV ' SAF TY C APT" S

I

ot Number of '
estions Activities

Number

Topic

Total

otor-vehicle
Causes

reventlon

4

-A

-1.

"I

9

l
l

l

16

Public
ork of
ailroad
Air

overnment

0

_g

--1.

4

2

-

0

--1.

2

l

6

Home
Causes

revention

3
0

s

l

4

Occupational
chool
Pactory
Ferm
Labor Laws

1
l
l

5

0

'7

2

Fire

bxtent of fire losses
Causes
:Prevention
11'1ght1ng fire

3

4
16
_A
25

4 1/2

"

12 1/2
26

61
131

52
T.AB

· IX

TION
UNITS

IN
TS

Text

umber of 1llustra:t1ons
Oceupa-

Gen- otor•
eral vehicle Publie

me

t1onal

Fire

Total

umber
of pagea

1.

0

3

0

2

2

2

g

3 1/2

2 •.

2

3

0

l

2

0

8

4 1/2

3.

l

5

1

1

l

2

11

7

4.

0

-

5

l

0

l

4

11

6

1

J!

3

_§_

0

...ll

�

10 ;i./2

4

30

6

9

6

2,

78

31 l/2

5.

Total

-

-

Types ot Illustrations
hoto raphs
rawin a

eproduct1ons of paintings
Charts and graphs
Cartoons
Total

67

11
3

6

78
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erhaps a word should be said a.bout the two texts by
the same authors,

One of these

the other in 1946,.

as published ln 1941 and

The second one has a third author besides

the two · ho wrote the .1rst and there is nothing in the pref
ace to indicate that the second is a revision of the earlier
book.

However, there is a similarity in the material, al

though the 19,6 book is written more simply than the other:
it is intended. as the pref'aoe states, tor "use in the
junior high school."

Possibly it should not have been in•

eluded with ninth grade texts, but 1 t. has been considered be
cause it furnishes an interesting oompe.r1son with the older
book.

While the number of lines in the second book is

slightly less than that in the older book; the second has a
total of only three hundred and fifty-seven pages a s com
pared to six hundred and fif'ty•two pages in the first; thus,
the newer l;)ook averages a little le·ss than one line per page

of safety material while the older one av.ePages only slightly

better than one line for two pages.

It will be noted in

Table V that the number of study questions increased fl'Om
eleven in the earlier book to fifteen in the newer one and
that n1ne suggested activities were added.

The number of 11•

lustrations 1n the newer book is less but duplications in the
older one were avoided.
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Com�arison of pace Allotted to

a.nd ea.1th in Civics Texts

afety

It is intere t1ng to note that the two texts tor use

in class s 1n citizenship classes in ninth grade

h1ch have

only scattered references to safet1 likewise have only scat
tered references to health.
divisions

The two texts with short sub

on s.af,ety have in the aame chapters short sub

divisions on health.

The two books that were discussed whioh

tre t safety as a part of various units give similar amounts
of

pace to health problems in the same units.

The five

texts with cha.pters on satety have chapters on health; 1n
four of the books, the chapter& on safety and health are ad..
joining and 1n the fifth, one chapter intervenes.

str1kin

Thia

similarity in treatment would seem to indicate that

those authors who are aware that health should be a part of
our school curriculum also realize that the teaching of
safety 1s one of the duties of the modern school.
Text on Safety

The subject of the ninth grade civics texts cannot be
lett without a

ord about texts wh1eh deal with safety alone.

There are many of' these 1n book or pamphlet form for use 1n

the elementary schools and a few for secondary schools.
of the latter states in its forewords

One
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In schools where saf'et in truction is not
given as a separate or required subject, this
textbook is also 1 tended for use in supple ent1
the courses 1n which safety instruction is
given, such as Civics, cience, Health and
hysical Education ,, Chemistry, Biology, utoi , Sho s,. n u. ri ·
ol: lie ,
ts, Household Arts, and Coo 1ng. 7
In order to sho

the type of material which the text contains,

the book has been outlined very briefly as follows.:

Chapter and contents

ntroduction
Extent of aoe1dents
Importance of s ety
education

l. �arety 1n the Home
.c;xtent of home
accidents
·alls, burns, cuts,
bruises
a h:yxiation and
suf foca ti on
�lectric shook

Number of
uggested u gested Illus
activities questions trationa

2.

ire · revent1.on and
Control
Fire losses
revention
angers of gas,
electricity
, at to do in case of
tire

3.-.

1rst

1d

ssent1als

First aid treatment
Fir st aid ror wounds
Fractures

ages

0

9

l

11

19

,,.,

23

18

21

6

24

15

21

'1

25

'1 Leon - • Brown e.nd Mary Margaret •conner, Youth's
Guide !2, Safetx (Ne Yorks Charles cr1bner•s Sons, 1941),
244 PP•

56

Chapter and contents

number ot
uggested Suggested Illus
aotiv1t1es questions trations Pa ea

oisonin s, burns
Ot er tre tments
Artificial
respiration
4,. Preventing School

13

19

15

1'1

6. safeguarding the Public
15
ol1ce protection
Public tire protection
laygrounds and parka
Beaches
Health re ulations
se or firearms

19

lccidents

1ms of safety
education
'tudents safety
organizations
Hazards to and from
school
azarda at school
Fire protection
otor clubs
6.

7.

afe port and
eoreation
Types of accidents
while at play and
means of preventing
them

aking TransportatiQn
�a.fe
15
On land--tra1n• street
car, bus, highway
On sea
In the air

8, V alking Safely
Collisions, falls
revent1on
Crossing streets
Leaving str eet-cars
and bus es
alk1ng on highways

12

4

24

20

6

25

14

14

10

15

57

Chapter and contents

uggested
activities

tor-vehicles and
Traffic Le.we

eed o la s
egistration of vehicles

umber ot

Illus•
trat.ions

14

13

16

20

5

14

20

6

ages
1'7

Dr1v rs• licensee
ublic liability
Insurance
Turns and s 1gnale
Parking
10 ,.

a
· l1fioat1ons of a
hya1cal qualifications
ental qual1fic tiona
alif'icationa of

25

c ar cter

11. Learn!.

to Drive an
utomoblle ately
Starting and stopping
LeaYing drives or
buildings
other cars
eeti
Tums, passing
a.ck 1n , parking
Night o.riving
ergencies

Thie outline shows that. the text covers the field of
safety quite cctnpletely and has material that will fit into
courses in any of the fields mentioned in the foreword.

CH TER IV
AFETY

CATI]

T ·, I-

I

H.

0 Y ThXT

exts
'l'be amount of safety materials in the histor
. y texts
examined for this thea1s is negligible.

ater1al 1n eight

world history texts ranges from two lines 1n t o books to
sixteen and on8-Phalf lines in one, with a total of sixty•

tive lines for a11 eight.

These scattered lines have to do

with the following topics:
otor-vehicle safety
Traffic laws

Outmoded tra£t1c law
odern park ay system
(Accompanied by l/2 page
illustration)
Development of modern car
and saf'ety

Public saf'et.y

fety devices on railroads

6 1/2 lines
tt
4
tt
4
5 l/2
2 1/2

ft

Fire
edieval city fires
1odern eity must provide
fire protection
Outmoded tire law
Fire once an enemy
Total for 8 texts

"

24

n

l

it

9

3

2 1/2
1 1/2
1/2

lines

"

Home safety
Occupational safety
Labor laws
n1ng eatety
angers 1n . glass-blowing

19

"
"

2 1/2

"

0

n

34

tr

.,, 1/2

"

n

66

11na

t 11 t e story of the discovery ot

ix of the book

fire but only one m nt1ons 'its dangers.
the Industrial
to protect

All eight deal with

evolution and it is in this connection that

f

OV

9

ty m te ial 1s found.

s

Th n ed

or la m

orkers from conditions brought about by the ne

industri 1 system is mentioned 1n all but one of the texta.
e

te fire safety referencee th t occur are 1n connection

with the development of towns which accompanied the Industrial
l evolution and the further development of cities.

· 1 ve of

the eight books have units on transportation bl.lt only two
make note of the safety problem.

Table X shows the location

and amount of these scattered references.
TABLE X
SAFETY

ame of Text
:uthor
ublisher
D te
.ages
isto!]:
Boak, lo sson,
and Anderson
Hough ton..
1fn1n Co.
1942
554 PP•

2.storr or
C1v1 izat1on
Becker and
Duncalf

AT

IAL IN

O

D HISTO Y T XTS

Number of lines dealing with
Gen-

eral

otor...
Occupavehicle ublic Home tional Fire Total
0

0

l

0

l

0
\

0

0

0

0

11

0

11

60

TABL' X (Continued)
TY
Name of ·Text
uthor
Publisher
Date
Pages

O

AT ,· IAL I

D HI TO Y T XTS

umber of lines dea).ing with
Gen• otor•
Occupaeral. vehicle . ublic Home tional Fire

3,Across the
ap n
Ame r1 can Book
Co. 1940
844 PP•

0

4.The Ladder
H1sto!2
Close, Upton,
2
and Burke
aemillan Co.
1946

6 l/2

ll 1/2

Total

2 1/2

0

5

l

15

0

0

0

3

16 1/2

786 pp.

6 • .Qn��.E2

Civilization
Heckel, Kerr,
and Sigman
John c.
inston Co.
1942
868 PP•

6. The ak1ng of
Today rs ·orlci
Hughes
Allyn and
194'1
Bacon.
I
813 pp.
7. ton 2!:. �
Nations
Rogers,Adams,
and Brown
Henry Holt &
·Co. 1946
814 pp.

0

0

0

0

7

1 l/2

8 1/2

0

0

0

0

4

2

6

0

0

0

0

4

0

61
TAB

AF !:TY AT
.ame of Text
Author
Publisher
Date
p

a.

es

X (Continued)

AL IN O LD HIST. Y T. XTS
Number of lines dealing

1th

Ooeupa•
Gen- otoreral vehicle Public Home tional :r�1re

orld History
Smith,
zzey,
0
and Lloyd
Ginn and Co •.
1946

0

0

18

3

0

2

0

34

0

Total
2

820 pp .•

Totals

2

1/2

'1 1/2 66

TABL" XI.

SAFETY
ame -of Text
Author
Publisher
Date
.Pages
l.Our ation
Barber and
Connnager
Row, Peter
son,& Co.
1945
9'74 PP•

RICAN HISTORY TEXTS

.T RIAL Iii ,

»lumber of lines dealing with
Gen• . otorOccupe.•
eral vehicle Public Home tional Fire

O

5

0

0

Total

2'7 1/2 35 l/2

62

TABLB XI
'AFETY

ame of Text
Author
ublishe:r
Date
ages

AT

Continued)
' ICAN HISTORY T XTS

IAL IN

Number of lines dealing w1 th

Oen- otorOccupa•
eral vehicle Public Home tio nal

2.The United
ta.tea in.
the aking
Canfield, and
others
0
Ho ughtonifflin Co.
1944
860 pp.

0

23

0

2

0

b.''e

l

5

'l'otal

29

3.Historio
Currents in
Chang!B,&

America
Carmsn,Kimmel,

and , alker
John c.
Winston Oo.
1942

0

11 1/2

1/2 14 1/2

1/2

793 pp •.

4.The Deyelopment of.

liiierici
�irth

American
Book Oo.

0

0

28 1/2

8

8

l4

3

Q

3

34 l./2

1946

808 pp.

or.

6.J: Risto!]:
the United
states for
Hi g� schools
Ya rough,
Brower, a.nd

Hancox

La1dl aw 8roa.

1943.846 pp.
8
ota.ls

24.l/2 67 1/2

1/2

1/2 4

1/2 12

36

35

1'8 1/2

63

American Riston; Texts
Table XI shows safety material in American history
texts.

In the f ive texts studied 1n this fi eld, material

ran es from fourteen and one-hal:f lines in-one book to
thirty-five and one•half lines 1n another, with a total of

one hundred an

orty-eight and one-half lines in all five.

This material is in the following fielde,

i otor-vehicle safety
Increasing car hazards
accidents
Alcohol and driving
Public sa.fety
- angers 1n early travel
By coach
By early railroad
Improvement in railroads
Water transportation
Alr

24 1/2

1'7 1/2 lines
"
"I
1./2
32 i/2
26
6
2

Home safety
Extent of home accidents
Occupational saf'ety
xtent ot 1nduatr1al
accidents
Morkmen 1 s comp ensation
Fire
In early towns
City fire department
Work of o.c.c. in
fighting tire
Extent e.nd prevention of
fire hazards
-eneral

Statistics on extent of
all accidents

Total for 6 texts

"
"

"

l/2

"

l/2

ll. l/2

tt

"

•

1/2
27 1/2

l/2

"
"

"

12

ff

"

5
3

"

53

-n

l/2

1/2

linee

36

"

ff

8

It

148 l/2 11nea

64

A1moat half of th1s material is concerned with safety
on railroads and comes in connection with discussions of
transportation.

Three of the five books have paragraphs de

scribing the hazards of early travel b railroad and follow
them with mention of recent improvements to safeguard the
pub 11c.

Two of these three do not diseu. s motor-vehicle

safety.

Three of the five mention dangers that accompanied

the development of the motor ce.r.

One ot these three has a

paragraph bout the effects ot alcohol on driving accompanied
by a cartoon called "The

orld's

orst Driver" which shows

1

Alcohol at the wheel of a car that is crashin into e. tree.,
ne text has two half-page 1llustre.t1ons of t'1ght1ng tire 1n
Fhiladelph1a about 1850.

Two books have a question each on

factory conditions and one has a question on changes in mod•
ern living brought about by c ars, which question certainly
implies safety.

CHAPTER V
SAFETY EDUCATIO

AT

·· AL IN SOCIAL SCI
.Lr'

CE TEXTS

Cours$s in soe1al studies for the twelfth grade are
treated in different

aya.

Some schools ofter a course 1n

overnment for one semester and one in economics for the
other semester.
Alter the
Social

A fe

schools offer psychology or soc iology.

ide circulation of the

eport of the Committee on

tudies of the Commission on the

eor an1zat1on ot

Secondary F.ducation of the National Education Association,.
courses in "Froblems of American Democracy" became popular.
Consequently, there is wide variety in kinds or texts for

use 1n the twelfth grade.

For this thesis, three texts th t are intended for

use in government claa
. ses have been examined, four for eco•
nomios, one for psychology, three tor sociology, and five
books that deal

fields.

1th problems in more than one of these

Safety in

overnment Texts

Of the three government texts examined, one has prac
tically nothing on safety. one has what would be about one

and one-half pages of printed material if it were all in one

place. and the other has paragraphs in each area of safety
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except that 1n the home..

Table

II shows the amount .and di s•

tr1but1on of safety mat rial in these three te ts,

nd each

book is discussed separately.
T
SAFETY

RIAL I

ame of Text

XII
GOV RN · '.'NT TEXT

Number of lines de ling with

Author
ubli her

o torvehicl

Dat

a es

l.Our Government
Garn r and Capen 18
er1can Book Co,

OccupaPublic Home tional Fire

1

otal

27

22

0

80

73

220

24

l

0

6

18

62

0

0

:5

23

0

89

1947

624 PP•

2.� Changing

Government
Steinburg and
amm

J.B. Lippincott
Co.

3

1942

604 pp.

3.The Government of
th United States
V'alke r, Beach,
and Jamison

Charles
'cribner's Sons
l 43
61 PP-•

Totals

6

27

54

.16

94

287

67

f the three in t e t

material.

le, Text 3 has the least safety

The preface st tes that the book presents a back•

ground of general soc1al interpretation against which govern
ment and politics may be understood; it treats of American
ideals end empha izes the role of the people in American

v

ernment with no ttempt to bring soci l problems into the dis
cussion.

The very few scattered reterenoes to safety, there

fore, are mere notations of the fact that prov1a.1on for saf'aty
in some field is under the jurisdiction of local, state, or
federal

overnment.

The six lines iven to

eneral sa.t'ety

information in the table are found one line each in six dif
ferent places in the book--local government en.forces traf'fic
la s and provides fire protection; state legislation deals,
amo
labor.

other thi

s a with safety on highways and protection o�

The three lines listed under motor-vehicle safety are

one line each in three different places and refer to enforce
ment o

traffic regulations..

The three lines under occupa•

tional sat ty and the three under fire are one line each for
that type of safety as a service of government. a two-line
reference to state labor legislation, and a two ... line reference
to city .fire protection.

One illustration in the book 1s a

chart which deals with the services of the Des Moines, Iowa
oity government in

hioh the Department of

ublic Safety 1s

shown in its relation to the rest of goveranent.

As far as

actual s afety material is concerned, there is pr ctically
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none.

The scattered references and n disc · si.on of the num

ber of wom n and children in indust17

ive an op ortun1ty to

d.1.acuss safety• but the m terial 1.s certainly not 1n the text.
The subject of health fares a little better.

Besides

the same number of references as listed for safety, since

he 1th and safety are mentioned together in practically all
of these references, there is a. t"IJO and one•half page dis-

,

cusoion of the publ.ic health movement with a. brief resume ot

its history and duties ,. a paragraph on menaces to health,. a

age about health and its relation to the school, and a.bout
fift en oth r scattered references.

There are also two full

pages of illustrations that pertain directly to health.
The chief concern of Text 2 in Table XII is the fune
t1 ns of

overnment.

Six

or the lines are

scattered refer

ences similar to the ones 1n the text already discussed.
Th.ere are three lines on labor laws and three on workmen t• s
compensation.

A sixteen-line paragraph on fire losses and

fire-f'1 hting and a t enty-f'our-11ne paragraph on city streets
and traffic control

1th emphasis on the need for education.

to r educe the number of accidents caused by automobiles can
plete the pri ted material.

Two study questions at the end

of the chapter on "The Americen City"' pertain to effects of
the Indu trial

evolution and fires,

Of eight illustrations

which occupy a total of about two and one-half pages, t wo

are on fire, five show phases ot motor•vehicle satety• and
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one shows child laborers.

In the bibliography at the e nd or

the book ., one reference 1s clearly to a book on accidents.
11e the number of lines of printed material is greater in
this book than in Text 3, the opportunity to teach safety is
not much greater.

eferenoes to safety in these t o books

are merely incidental.
The amount of material on health is com arable,
short references, two paragraphs dealing

Eleven

1th public health

and sanitation, one paragraph on city wastes, and a total of
a 11 ttl& over a page of illustrations complete the material.
The pre.face of Text l in Table XII states that the pur
pose of this text 1s to show "government as a living, develop•
ing institution. daily performing a great variety of services
for the people of the United States."

The organization of

this book is somewhat si
, milar to that of the other govern
ment texts and the references to safety are brought in in

much the same way.

The ma1n difference between the number

ot lines in this one and the other two is that here the other
books merely mention certain forms of protection as services
o

certain branches o

protection offered.

government, thi

book describes the

The lines 1n the table allotted to gen

eral safety . tate that protection. of life and propert

is a

erv1ce of governnent and t at there are court provisions
for handling various types of aeoident ca es.
vehicle lines hav

to do it

tr

The motor

f c laws and control by

local and state governments.
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The twenty-two lines under pub

lic safety describe the work of the Ooast Gue.rd (fourteen•
11nea)

and the ureau of Lighthouses (e1 ht lines).

The

eighty lines under occupatt>nal safety are as follows:
Industrial acc1-dents
orkmen•s compensation
Dangers and improvement 1n mining
Women in industry
Factory 1nspect1on

30 lines
n
20

18
10

ff

11

"

The paragraphs on fire deal with city fire protection ,,
state fire protection, and forest tires.
Of the nine study questions , three deal 1th protec• ·
1

tion services of government, three with fire, and three with
orkmen's compensation.

The suggested activities refer to

government proteetion, condition:, of grade crossings in the
local community, planning of the local city, public liability
law, and local fire protection.

Sixteen illustrations cover

a total of approximately seven pages and are divided by
topic as follows:

three on general safety, f'our on motor

vehicle se
• fety ,. three on publ1e safety, two on oeeu

tional

safety. and foul' on flre.
The health m terial 1

divided into spproximetel

very similar in amount

nd is

the same number of references but

there are fewe.r 1llu trat1ons pertaining to he 1th problems.
Safety 1n

conomics Texts

A course in economies whose concern is

1th producing

and consuming goods end services does not� perhaps, involve
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safety as closely as the course in social problems nich
sometimes furnishes the other half of the twelfth grade social
science course..

.As might be expected, therefore, references

to safety are rather fe

in number.

Table XIII shows the amount and distribution of the
material in each of the four texts.

Safety in the home 1a

mentioned in mne of the texts and public safety has practi
cally no mention--only two lines in one text and tour in
another, and these are very incidental references.

The table

is headed "approximate" number of lines because, except in a
f

instances, the emphasis is not primarily on safety but

on some other topic, such as insurance of one kind or another.
e.ference•s to accident insurance are placed in the general
column unleaa industrial accidents are apecU'1ed, in which
case they are listed under occupational safety; reterences
to fire insurance are placed under fire safety.
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TABLE XIII
. AFETY

ame of Text
Author
Publisher
ate
ages

T

AL IN

C' 0 ICS T ' TS

Approximate
Number of ·11nes dealing with

Gen- otoreral vehicle

1 .. conomica
Clark
44
AmeX"1can Book Co.
1948

6

4

2

1

4.Getting .! Liv1pg
Lutz, -•oote, and
10
Stanton
Row, Peterson,
and Co.

Occupa-

ublic Home tional Fir e Total
0

l

38

92

0

0

41

12

69

0

2

0

7

8

18

6

0

0

128

6

150

0

177

6'

319

493 pp.

3. oonomic Problems
of oda;y
inefn and Colvin
Lyons and
Carnahan
1947
666 PP•

1940
667 PP•

Totals

The follow1

59

13

outline shows the total number of lines

in all four texts arranged according to topic.
ment

This arrange

1ves an idea of the type of material treated.

It will
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be noted th t the bulk of the general

nd fire safety mate...

rial and about a third of the occupational material (workmen's
Of the total ot

compensation) are concerned with insurance.

three hundred and nineteen lines 1n all four texts hich per
tain to s a.fety, one hundred and forty•seven linea., or forty
six per cent, pertain to insure.nee.

The presence of illustraost of the illus-

t1ons and study qttest1ons 1s also noted.
trations are concerned

1th traffic safety and imply rather

than stress the topic.

Two of the texts have units on trans

portation but have no treatment of the safety problems in
volved.
eneral
ccident insurance
Protection aa a service or
govemment

4'7 lines
12

"

One 1llustration--pol1ceman
rendering first aid to
injured citizen

otor-vehicle
rov1a1on for traffic pro
tection with tax money
esire for s peed in cars
Insurance to cover car
accidents
Need for better highways
Government control of
highways

Seven illustrations
Tratfie cop directing
tratfio
"Clover leaf" intersection
our illustrations ot
highways
Lincoln tunnel

l
l
l
6
4

59 11nee

"
tt

It
.fl

"

13 lines

ublie safety
isk to s hips at sea
cc1dental railroad deaths

4 lines
"
2

Home

ccupational
Industrial accidents

\' orkmen' s compensation.

Legislation other than workmen• s compensation
Need for safety appliances

6 line•
0

3 0·

re

86
3

ff

"

1"'1'1

"

"

"

n

Two illustr tions
Unguarded machinery
Guarded machinery
ine study questions
Clauses of industrial aoe1denta
Reasons for workin - at danger
ous jobs
Three questions on legislation
afety in tactor1ee
Two questions on accident
insurance
Placing of responsibility for
injuries
Fire
Fire insurance
Protection as service of
government
oor housing a s fire hazard

41
1'1
6

"

64 lines

"
II

Two illustrations
Graph showing fire losses
City fire department fi hting
fire

One quest1on--f1re insurance
Total lines
Total questions
Total 1llustrat1ons

319
10
12

In these .tour economics te:xts that were studied, the
top1e of health has somewhat more spaoe devoted to it than

V5

safe-ty has.

ickness insurance is mentioned alon

with ,ac•

oident insurance, and 1ndustr1al diseases are treated along
with industrial accidents.
health, -and the
four books.

The ef'fect of poor housing on

ure ::iood and Dru

Law are treated 1n all

One text has a discussion of the importance o-f

he 1th in getting ahead 1n the world, and one has about ten
pages on the selection or food for health.
penditures fo- r health occupy some space.

Government ex•
In most cases, the

health material is more explic1 t�:1 f,or health then the

satety material 1s for safety,.

Saf'ety 1n Pszcholoaz ,and. Sociology Texts

Psychology and sociology ave found as separate courses
1n our high schools-less often than courses 1n government or
economics, and texts in these subjeote that are written es
pecially for high school students are not plentiful.

One

psychology text and thr·e e sociology texts were analyzed for

this thesis and their content of safety material is shown 1n
Table XIV.
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TAB

AF TY M .T' I

Name of Text
uthor
bl1aher
Date

I

XIV

AND SOCIOL GY TEXTS

IN PSYCHOLO

Number of lines dealing with
Gen- otorOccupaere.l vehicle ublic Home tional Fire Total

ages

l. s1chologz

4

120

0

0

0

Bogardus and ew1s 5
Silver-Burdett

89

0

0

8

10

0

0

0

19

11

0

4

23

220

0

Engle

ook
orl
1946
534 PP•

o.

2. ocial Life and
ersonalitz -

0

124

103

1942
670 PP•

Book Co.

l

30

4. odern Human

elat iona

Kastler

Little, Brown,
and Co.

46

1940
448 pp.

Totals

21

60

8

303

7'7
e 1s readily seen, the bulk of the material in the e
pertains to automobile -

text

toxt uses ea.rs

The psycholo

re ctions of persona •hen driving as examples of various
kinds of behavior at le st thirteen tirnes 1n the book.

cept for one of the e examples

Ex•

hieh discusses a car accident,

these references are not included because

11 the emp

sis

is on the psyoholo 1cal reasons for the behavior and whatever
safety is present is only incidental.

Ho ever, a teacher

who is interested in safety ,,oul have openings 1n this text
ihere safety could easily be

tressed.

With emphasis on be

havior rather then on facts, the material 1s better adapted
to teachi

attitudes than skills.

One of the sociolo y texts 11kew1se emphasizes motor
vehicle safety

ith a discussion of seven reasons for car

ccidents accompanied by tables of causes and sug ested rem,...
edies.

The other two sociology texts have the majority of

their mate 1al on industrial saf ty.

Distribution of material

by topic is as follo as
21 lines

eneral

rotection rom danger as a
service of government
Necessity of teaching children
to tear danger
Accidents as a cause of un
employment
Accidents as a cause ot poverty
Importance of accident
insur ee

3 lines
4
l
4

"
"
"
"
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oto:r-vehicle
Extent of oar aceidents
C uses of motor-vehicle
accidenta
Tr ff1c laws
azards of playin in the
streets
azards of bus trans ortation
eaction time of individuals
and their ability to drive
eeessit of one's full
attention to driving
A ood c1t1zen•s care 1n
driving
Unreliability in reportin
accidents

18 lines
8'7

21
6
2.

"

11

"

n

59

n

16

II

2
11

"
"

Home

oss1bility of explosion if
steam cannot escape from
kettle

Occupa.t1ona.l.
'xtent of 1ndustr1-a l accidents
Causes of 1ndustr1al accidents
Dang&rou s oocupations
eed for s ety appliances nd
greater precautions
� orkmen' s compensation
Respons1b111ty of all employers
in r duc1
accidents

Fire
ire protection as a service of
gov rnment
eed tor cooperation in fire
protection
Fire hazards in tenements

4
9
6
4
9
4

18
2
3
3

220 lines

4

n

60

fl

8

n

"

"

n·

tt

"

ft

ff

"
n

"

One of the sociology texts has two study uest1ons
which involve s

ety- one deals with social control and car

accidents, e.nd the other implies safety in a question on how
automobiles have changed living.
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The psychology te t has

photograph of a type of

te ting mac)?ine for �ar drivers and a table
rel tion

between

received by

temper ture in a factory and numbers of cuts

orkers.

of any kind.

ne sociology text has no illustrations

ne has f 1 ve drawin s end one graph, each oc

cup 1ng one-half page; th
1n

hich sho s the.

r ph sho

1ndustri l accidents

1sconsin in 193'7; two of the drawings perts.in to traf1'1o,,

t o imply o rel&ssness in the home, and one shows a nurse
earing for an injured man.

The other sooiolog

book has four

hoto raph ., two tables, and one pictograph, all except one
of •hioh pertain to tr

fie safety; one photograph shows

men at work to prevent the spread of forest fires.
these illustrations

c. c.

ost of

re not alluded to 1n the text but are

supplementary to ideas expressed there.
ach of these books g1 ve

somewhat mor e spe.ce to

health than to sa..tety, but it 1s interestin
text wit

to note that the

the most safety material has the most health ma.te

rial also and th, t the text with the le st se.tet-y material
has the least health material.
afety in "Problems of Democracy" Texts
The social studies courses in modern problems are or
anized in units which include governmental, economic, and
social problems.

The order in which these problems are dis

cussed varies in the five texts examined ror this thesis, rut
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How

the selection of problems is verysimilar in most cases.

ever ., in the matter of safety, there 1s a great differen.ce
sis shown in ·able
taor

•

ne of th texts, 1n a unit on

spots' 1n American life, has about one page on a dis...

eussion of accidents and, in a unit on security, has about
other pa e on industrial accidents and

tion.

orklnen•e compensa

Another text has e: similar arrangement with only a

little more material,

The other three books have chapters

that deal with safety.
The total number of line

in the two books together

that have scanty material are arranged as follo s by topics
Gen eral

Extent of aeeidents
Accidents as a result or cities
and mo em teehnolog · and our
failure to meet the dangera
Accidents as a result of
disregard for law
cohol and accidents
Difference between safety and
security
eed for education

12 lines
22
10·
2

,,
10

1t

"
"

•

n

otor-vehicle

0

Publ1o--Need for elini1nating
grade eross1�s

l

Home
Occupational
Extent of accidents
Ca.uses of accidents
orkmen•s compensation
ther legislation
Fire--Insurance
Total

63 lines

0
7
11
g

n

ff

"
n

49

'ff

"
"

2

"

115 lines
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TABLE XV

TY ATERI

IN "

Text

OBL' 8 0

Num ber of lines dealing with
otorvehicle Public

ages
l.Challe!!Be to
er ic an Youth

Arnold
Row, . eterson,

D MC CY" TEXTS

Ocoupaome t1onal Fire Total

129

180

45

52

149

9

664

2

600

0

20

63

14

589

22

0

l

0

24

l

3

19

10

0

1'76

12

and Co.
1940
6'76 PP•

2��day Problems
American
Democrae;t
Greenan and
eredi th

Houghton•
fflin
1943

68'7 pp.

3. roble s and

Valuee

Hilton

2£

Today

Little, Brown,
and Co.
1940

'714 pp.

4.Problems in�i can emocrac
t
Patterson, Litle
and Burch
acmillan

.

1940

'792 pp.

219

82
T
SAF TY

L

V (Continued)
OF DEMOC CY" TEXT

. TJ!; IAL IN "r O BLE

ame of Text
Author

1th

b r of lines deali

ubl sher

Gen- otorOccupaeral vehicle Public Rome tional Fire Total

Date
Pages

Totals

41

0

0

0

197

699

56

'72

25

1

6'7

37

148'7

A pictograph in one of the texts which compared the
number of accidental deaths with war casualties end deaths
in other dis sters, and three questions on general safety in
the other one complete their safety material.
lems a.re dealt

Health prob

ith s imilarly.

One of the three text� with more material has part ot
its safety material in the economic section under transpor
tation and conservation and p rt in the social section under

indu trial injury.

Its material. by topic 1s as follo s:

General--Protect1on as a service
of government
otor-vehicle
· xtent of motor accidents
Causes of motor accidents
Influence of sa fety campaigns

3 line.a

10 line,;
ff
4
"
6

19

n

Public
Improvement in railroads
Hazards of elev ted railroads
Improvements in airplanes
Bue and railroad compared

83
2
2
l

10 lines

lines
ft
ff
rt

Home

0

Occupational
Extent of industrial accidents
Need for improvement
Dangerous trades--railroading,
mining,. manufacturtng
orkmen•·c oo.mpensat1on
Other legislation
eoeaa1ty for cooperation
between employer and employee
Acci dents as causes of bl1n4ness
and deafness

Fire

oreat fires

Protection as a service of
city government
Total

19
26

ft
ff

76

tf

37

9
5
3

10
2

This text has two illustration s, one s ho 1

175

"
n

"

"
"

u

12

"

"

II

219 lines
a molder with

proteeti ve helmet and the other showing lines painted on

highways for safety.

There are seven questions, t'our on

industrial acci dents, two on automobiles, and one on United
States Forest Service .•

even suggested acti vities include

four on industrial accidents, two on automobiles. a nd one

which su ests securing and showing a satety film.
This book has a s imilar section on heal th and 1n ad
dition has a chapter on "Protecting and Improvi� Public
Health."
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The other two texts have similar amounts of material

but since it 1s distributed d ifferently, the distribution by
topic 1a listed se arately.

Text l

Total
1nes lines

General
Extent of accidents
�rfeet of education on number
of accidents
First aid
erv1ce or seeing e ye dogs 1n
keeping masters sate
ccidents as cause of poverty
Failure of safety warnings to
reach the illiter te
otor•vehicle
Extent of car accidents
Cost of oar accidents
Causes of car accidents
Government regul tion
Attempted solutions -and
suggested remedies
Uses of meobanioal regulators
and reasons for their
failure to protect
eed for education of young
people in accident
prevention
eed tor education of adul ta.
in accident prevention
Traffic rules
Traffic courts

Public

ailroad safety
r safety
Sea safety
Building codes

Home
xtent of home accidents
Causes of hoe cc1de ts
Falls
Burns, scalds, explosions
Gas

•a

Te t 2

Total
1nes lines

129

2

36
12
34

7

l

180

9'7
10

l

24
10
67

600

130

av
18

119
50

48
11
2?
6
1
10

1
12
16

13
45

52

0

'1
13

20
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Text 2
Total
Total
Lines lines Lines lines

Text l
Occupational
xtent and costs of
industrial accidents
Dangerous occupations
1nes
Preventive measures
Need for education
Worlanen 1 s compensation
Other legislation
atety at play
Desire of labor tor
1ndustr1al safety
Fire
Forest fires
Protection as a service or
government
Standards of electrical
equipment
Increase of fire menace with
rowth of cities
Illustrations
eneral
otor vehicle
Public
Home
Oceupational
Fire

Study questions
General
otor vehicle
Public
Home
ecupational
·ire

Suggested activities
eneral
Motor vehicle
ublic
ome
Occupational
Fire

149

53

12

12

3.

8

14

27

20
6

60

27

12

2

9

14

14

�

3

l

'

20

l

1
2

0
0
0

5

2

10
3

-2

0

4
l

1,

9

6

6
6
0
0
3
0

4

14

4
3
0

11

2

0

20

2

2

0

1

5

1

9
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These last two texts have quite adequate material for
motor--�1ehicle and occupational safety,

One text he.s no mato•

rial tor public safety end neither has a satisfact ory t reat
ment of tire hazards and tire prevention.

owever, with the

study helps. these te
· xts offer more and better material than
any other of the two.lfth g.rade books.
Th se t o texts have comparabl� amount s of materi.al
tor health education.
has a chapter

eaidea the s.cat tered references, each

hich deals with health.

LOOKI OF

D TO ORES

IN COU s S I

1'Y EDUCTION

SOCIAL STUDll1;$

.Concl�si ons from Study
This analysis of forty textbooks 1n the field of
social studies

le ads to several very def'lnite conclusions.

First, the amount of safety material 1n history textbooks 1s so small that it can be d1sreg8l'ded.

or all prac-

tical purpo ses, it can be sa id that there is no material tor
teaching safety in social studies texts for the te.nth and

eleventh grade s; perhaps there is no very go od place to in•
corporate

safety into history courses, and what integrated

safety education the tenth and el
· eventh grade students g et

should come through .science , industrial arts, or home-making
courses.

Second, except for the texts on modern problems,
twelfth grade texts have practically no material on public
safety.

v·ery little on fire satety, and nothing except a few

scattered pare.graphs hich relate to safety 1n other fields.
at materials there are in these texts are, for the most
p art# incidental to the stressing of some g overnmental,
economic, or soc1olog1eal problem,

be the case.

And yet, this need not

s one. writer says, the re i._s a
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• • • • lack of appreciation of the possi b111 ties
of the extent and breadth of the safety education
program and its intimate and essential relationship
to many other subject matter fields,
roblems in
psychology, sociology, and physical education are
intimately conce1:{ed 1th successful programs in
safety education.

There are ample opportunities in psychology and sociology
texts for making constructive contributions to safety atti•
tudea and appreciations, if not to skills.
Third, texts in ninth grade civics and twel th grade
modern probl ms courses provide almost all of the safety ed
ucation material that 1s available 1n social studies texts.
owever, even of these texts, t o out of five problems texts

studied for this thesis and three out of eleven citizenship
texts have so little material that it can be regarded as in•
I

ef fective.

This leaves. only eleven books out of the forty

with enough materi l that 1t ean be used in re ching for
goals of aafety education on the secondary school level as
given on page 26.

This is clearly not a very impressive pic

ture when the headlines of our news apers tell us daily of
more deaths to young peopl

from

accidents that could easily

have been avoided.
1 1111 m alph LaPorte, Charles Henry Hurd, and
Floyd • ast ood, Teaching afety �ducation !!!_ � econdary
choola { ew York: rent1ce-Hall, Inc. 1942j, p. 146.
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Specific Recommendations
Since

good c1 tizen should be responsible for the

ss.!'ety of other people and since accident prevention is one
of the press1n

problems o· our times, it. seems t o the writer

that all citizenship texts and all texts for courses in mod
ern problems should contain a definite unit on saf'ety.

Thia

unit should include not only printed material on the six
phases of safety discussed in this study but also study ques
tions and suggested activities which will make the subject
meaningful to high school

tuden ts..

ive of the citizenship

texts studied and one of the problems b ooks have

uch units;

a few others have adequate material 1n one or more of the
areas of safety but neglect other areas.
ot only should general conditions be studied but at
tention should be called t o local problems.

This 1s done in

all the texts which have suggested activities.

ter all,

unless the need for· safety and the ways of securing it are
brought within the experience of the students, the time spent
in discussing safety 1s not apt to ha ve

ny carry-over v alue

into their behavior.
There should be more stress on the students' acquiring
proper attitudes to ard safety.

The analysis of the texts

shows that the great bulk of the material has to do

1th im

parting facts about extent and causes of accident • leg1sle.
t1on for safet.,., and suggested remedies.

Only a few of the
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texts h ve mu.ch me.ter1al that 1s usable 1n teaching attitudes.
The adolescent likes to "live dang rously," to be daring in

the eyes of his friends, to take chances and show his superi
ority by winnin .

He may have more skill in handling a oar

than hi parent has or more deftness in operating machinery
than his older companion, but he often lac ks the adults' re
alization of the need for caution.

The h1gh•school age is

an adventuresome one and, until the pupil canoe made to see
that it is far "am rter" to be careful than to be reckless,
accident rates will continue to be high •.
Of course, it is true that the amount of safety mate•

rial 1n textbooks does not tell how mu.ch safety educati. on is
actually present 1n courses in the social studies..

Invest1-

at1ons should be made to determine ho many sch ools do have
saf'ety education inte rated with their courses and how much
supplementary material is used.
General
The i
of

ecommendationa

teenth Yearbook of the American Association

chool Administrators says1
The preparation of this yearbook is concrete
evidence of the fact that the schools of the
country are not only interested in the problem
of safety but that t ey are ready and determined
to do their part 1n solving 1t. 2

2 American Association of School dm1n1strators,
1 teenth Yearbook, Safety ucation ( ashington, D.C., 1940),
p. 8¥7.

rhaps this statem nt soul
th

in

schools."

be

ende

It is true that som

to read,

1

"!.2!!!.! of

schools are incorporat

a un.i t on safety in their "core tt courses of study; ex-

amples may be found in Theodor
1oines, Io a; in

env r, Colorado; in ort
elea County, C lifornia. 3 The an.ta

est Hi

·orth, Tex.as; in Los

An

oosev lt High School,

School,

Barbara County course of study also includes safety with its

unit on " reventin

cciden ts" for the ninth r de.

o.

I.

·rederick, in a study made in .1ss1ss1pp1 to determine major
unctions or areas of livin ·, listed "protecting life and
health" as one of the nine major areas. 5 And yet, there are
many more schools hich do not teach safety and there are
new books on high school curricula which make no note of the
problem,

The 1946 edition of a University of

chigsn b.tlle•

tin on trends 1n high school teaching overlooks the safety
problem except 1n one question 1n Appendix G., which asks 1f'
the 1nstruct1one.l program of the scboole should be more con
cerned than formerly with the problem of safety.6 So 1t seems
3 J. Paul Leonard, Developing the Secondary School
Curriculum ( ew York : 1nehart and Com any, Inc. , 194-.6), .
PP• 28l, 343, 406, 412.
4 Harold Alberty,
Cur icul;um (New York: Th

eorgan1£1ng !!!.!,!!!,sh School
acmillan Company. 194?}, p. 163.

5 �-- p. 191.
6 University of 1chigan, School of Education,�
Improvement of Classroom Instruction (Ann Arbor, Michigan:
The dwards Letter Shop, 1946), p. 71. ·
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to the writer that one of the fir t needs 1a to make educa
tors more acu tely aware of the safety problem.
The yearbook s tates further:
at 1s most needed no • • • is. a def1n1te
reco ition by the public of the fact that
safety has become a national problem of major
importance, that it 1s a problem th t c n be
solved, and that its successful solution will

mean not

rel a saving in life but en 1m

prov d o1v111zat1on.• 7

That the public is not acutely aware or the problem is evi
dent from their continued indifference to doing enough about

it to noticeably reduce the accident rates.

en the Amer-

1ean people set themselves to accomplish a given result,
noteworthy progress is made.
Of course, probably not much headway will b e made in

creating a public desire to eonquer the safety problem until
the schools are wholeheartedly back of the movement.

Too

much of the safety program up to the present has been left
to lay organizations such as th

eriean Automobile Assoo1•

atton. insurance compa nies, and industrial corporations•

To

accomplish effeot1 ve work in the schools, trained teache.ra

are necessary.,

Aside from some progress 1n training teachers

for drivers' courses, very little has been done to pr ovide
teachers

1th inform tion and techniques for teaching s

7 �ighteenth Yearbook,

2£• .ill,., P• 17.

ety
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in high schools.

Not only pre-service but also in-service

tr 1n1ng is needed,
As one speak er said 1
Juneriea has won other battles and wars; she
has solved other pro'blems ,. She can .win the

war a ainet accidents and she can solve the
aafety problem. a

But before she can satisfactorily solve this problem, there
is much, much to be done.

8 Ned H. earborn, "The Public Enemies of Safety,"
,..a!. Delta lappan, XXIX, ( ovember, 1947), p, 1?6.
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